Genetic studies of mosquitoes, especially of the vector species, have gained importance in recent years. This interest in mosquito genetics has been sustained mainly by the continuing discovery of-new mutant forms.
At present a few mutants are known in the genus Culex.
This paper describes one such nqutant, Ruby-eye (r__u), in Culex fatigans, one of the members of the Pipiens Complex and an important vector of filariasis in the Oriental region.
MATERIALS

AND METHODS
The mutant ruby-eye, was isolated from a laboratory strain originally collected from Kolar, about 40 miles from Bangalore.
Adult mutants were sought by visual examination of individual mosquitoes and were examined in detail at 20 X magnification with a stereoscopic microscope.
The ruby-eye adults were crossed with their wild-type sibs collected in and around Bangalore for a few generations to build up a large cage population of pure ruby-eye stock.
Since single pair crosses did not yield adequate number of offspring for regular use in genetic experiments, mass matings were made using 5 females and 5 males in a 8"x8"x8" cage made of iron frame covered with nylon net.
Rearing of all stages was undertaken in a routine fashion.
RESULTS
In contrast to the wild type eyes which are black in colour, the mutant larvae and pupae have bright, brick-red eyes.
In adults with ruby-eyes, the colour of the eyes darkens after emergence and the eyes always lack the greenish lustre typical of the wild type.
The results of the crosses between ruby-eye and wild type are given in Table 1 In crosses 1 and 2, none of the resulting F 1 mosquitoes could be distinguished from the wild type parents. The dominance of the wild type was complete. The F l heterozygotes were then back-crossed with the mutants. The results of these crosses (3, 4, 5 and 6) fit the expected l:1 ratio of wild type to mutants.
The F l adults were inbred to get F2, generations. The results of these crosses (7 and 8) also do not deviate from ~.he expected 3:1 ratio of wild type to mutants.
It is thus clear that the gene i~a~i~ l"eceSsbve and autosomal. The mutant ruby-eye of Gulex fatigans reported here is similar to that of Culex pipien_s both in phenotypic expression and mode of inheritance.
Mutant of Culex fatigans
The gene r_uu which is recessive and autosomal is a good marker for Cul~.x fatigans, since it expresses itself in all stages with full penetrance and uniform expression. The gene pool of Culex fati~ans is evidently rich in genetic variation which offers significant possibilities for future investigations.
SUMMARY A gene is described in the mosquito Culex fatigans for ruby-eye colour (r_~u) which expresses in all stages
The gene is recessive and autosomal with uniform expression and complete penetrance.
